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Dm             F             Bb          A
God Bless this Chemistry set it helps me to forget you

Dm  F  Bb  A  X3 Dm

   Dm
And you
                C
You say like it better when you re on top
         Dm           C
If I m a sin a little prayer should leave you virtuous
Dm
Cigarettes explode on to the street
C
Tiny fireworks upon my feet
Dm
Tell me lover why is it so hard
C                                                Dm
Tell me lover is there cover when hes coming in

Dm
Godbless this chemistry set
C
it helps me to forget
Bb
you curse the night our bodies met
A
you re using me for my looks and cigarettes

Dm-C

Dm
Well this heart
C
has no pulse and im losing breath
Dm
your so sweet 
C
to the touch and nothing less
Dm
Cigarettes explode on to the street
C
Tiny fireworks upon my feet



Dm
Tell me lover why is it so hard
C                                               Dm
Tell me lover is there cover when hes coming in

Dm
Godbless this chemistry set
C
it helps me to forget
Bb
you curse the night our bodies met
A
you re using me for my looks and cigarettes
Dm
Godbless this chemistry set
C
it helps me to forget
Bb
you curse the night our bodies met
A
you re using me for my looks and cigarettes

Bb                          F    C
Misery You re always coming over me
Bb                          F             C
And jealousy do what you will do what you will
    Bb        C                  Db   Dm        Bb
The child you breed leaves me so incomplete and abandoned 
                  A
so I m just lying still

Dm
God bless this chemistry set
C
It helps me to forget
Bb
You curse the night our bodies met
A
You re using me for my looks and cigarettes
Dm
God bless this chemistry set
C
It helps me to forget
Bb
You curse the night our bodies met
A
Your using me for my looks and cigarettes

End on Dm


